FUTURE OF CMM IS HERE

PRECISION MEASUREMENT WITH LATEST CAM-2 SOFTWARE

LASER SCANNING WITH GEOMAGIC SOFTWARE

CONTACT US

PRENOST MEASURES PVT LTD

No. 157, 10th MAIN, 3RD PHASE
PEENYA INDUSTRIAL AREA
BANGALORE- 560058
CONTACT No: +91 9901970202
EMAIL: presnostmeasures@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.presnostmeasures.com

CMM SERVICES ON-SITE AND AT LAB WITH LATEST FARO QUANTUM M PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

Precision at your doorstep
FEATURES & BENEFITS OF FARO QUANTUM M ARM

Highest performance, maximum measurement consistency & reliability.

**High-Speed Wireless Operation** for scanning and probing.

**Blue Laser Scanning** - five time faster scanning including complex dark & reflective surfaces.

New ergonomic design allows quick and easy switching of probes during inspection.

**Compliance with International Standards** - ISO 10360-12:2016 CERTIFIED QUANTUM ARM

WE OFFER

- **PORTABLE CMM INSPECTION**
- **3D SCANNING & REVERSE ENGINEERING**
- **INSPECTION OF PART AS PER CAD**
- **DIMENSION ANALYSIS**
- **TOOL CERTIFICATIONS**
- **CAD COMPARISON**

INDUSTRIES & APPLICATION

- Metal Fabrication: OMI, First article inspection, Periodic Part Inspection Molding/Tool & Die: Mold and Die Inspection, Prototype Part Scanning.